Yachts and Yachting Letter 1981
In 2020, a year of Lockdown, we decided to re-vamp the office and moved everything
out into the lounge. We had to take the door off to enable us to remove 2 x A0 plan
chests. This also meant relocating lots of Yacht and Yachting magazines dating from
the 1970’s to around 2011!
At various times over the years we have gone through the magazines to take out
photos and articles etc. that we would like to keep and archive. As by now the
magazines are not in strict date order, this task was a bit random in terms of date
order etc.
In late January this year we decide to return to this task, whilst Boris was doing his
Covid thing on the telly, we opened up an issue dated 13th March 1981. And in the
Reader’s Write section spotted a letter from Peter Brookman (Michael’s father) who
was NTOA Hon Treasurer from 1957-74.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The letter appears to be in response to, probably, an article in a previous issue of the
magazine by Gerald Sambrooke-Sturgess, and a response from H Winter Sharp
neither of which we have been able to locate, as these issues were probably disposed
of sometime earlier without then knowing their significance to Peter’s letter.
Sambrooke-Sturgess regularly contributed to Y & Y, writing articles on the Racing
Rules, Appeal cases and race administration etc. He was involved with IYRU an
Olympic Judge and also wrote books on the same subjects.
H Winter Sharp was an RYA Measurer and Race Officer who had involvement with
the National Twelve Class in both roles.
We would guess the letter pertains to the matter of when and where the 5 Minute
Rule was (first?) put in place to control the fleet at the start (a forerunner to the
Black Flag Start).
On reading the letter we wondered whether (as Peter mentions at the end that he
still had the “slip of paper” (Change to the SI.s) whether Michael still had the note in
his records. And here it is!

Michael also has the Burton Week 1957 Sailing Instruction Booklet See later
We have now stacked all the remaining magazines in year order and unfortunately
we don’t have the relevant copy that the letter refers to, it would have been early
1981 or late 80. Our pile now only goes back to 1983 earlier ones would have been
disposed of previously.
Kevan Bloor

